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Abstract

This document defines the requirements for Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) at the network layer. The hierarchical structure in traditional wireless networks has led primarily to centrally deployed mobility anchors. As some wireless networks are evolving away from the hierarchical structure, it can be useful to have a distributed model for mobility management in which traffic does not need to traverse centrally deployed mobility anchors far from the optimal route. The motivation and the problems addressed by each requirement are also described.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
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1. Introduction

In the past decade a fair number of network-layer mobility protocols have been standardized [RFC6275] [RFC5944] [RFC5380] [RFC6301] [RFC5213]. Although these protocols differ in terms of functions and associated message formats, they all employ a mobility anchor to allow a mobile node to remain reachable after it has moved to a different network. The anchor point, among other tasks, ensures connectivity by forwarding packets destined to, or sent from, the mobile node. It is a centrally deployed mobility anchor in the sense that the deployed architectures today have a small number of these anchors and the traffic of millions of mobile nodes in an operator network are typically managed by the same anchor. Such a mobility anchor may still have to reside in the subscriber’s provider network even when the subscriber is roaming to a visited network, in order that certain functions such as charging and billing can be performed more readily by the provider’s network. An example provider network is a Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) network.

Distributed mobility management (DMM) is an alternative to the above centralized deployment. The background behind the interests to study DMM are primarily in the following.

(1) Mobile users are, more than ever, consuming Internet content including that of local Content Delivery Networks (CDNs). Such traffic imposes new requirements on mobile core networks for data traffic delivery. To prevent exceeding the available core network capacity, service providers need to implement new strategies such as selective IPv4 traffic offload (e.g., [RFC6909], 3GPP work items Local IP Access (LIPA) and Selected IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO) [TS.23.401]) through alternative access networks such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) [Paper-Mobile.Data.Offloading]. In addition, a gateway selection mechanism takes the user proximity into account within the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [TS.29303]. Yet these mechanisms were not pursued in the past owing to charging and billing considerations which require solutions beyond the mobility protocol. Consequently, assigning a gateway anchor node from a visited network when roaming to the visited network has only recently been done and is limited to voice services.

Both traffic offloading and CDN mechanisms could benefit from the development of mobile architectures with fewer hierarchical levels introduced into the data path by the mobility management system. This trend of "flattening" the mobile networks works best for direct communications among peers in the same geographical area. Distributed mobility management in the flattening mobile networks would anchor the traffic closer to
Today’s mobile networks present service providers with new challenges. Mobility patterns indicate that mobile nodes often remain attached to the same point of attachment for considerable periods of time [Paper-Locating.User]. Specific IP mobility management support is not required for applications that launch and complete their sessions while the mobile node is connected to the same point of attachment. However, currently, IP mobility support is designed for always-on operation, maintaining all parameters of the context for each mobile subscriber for as long as they are connected to the network. This can result in a waste of resources and unnecessary costs for the service provider. Infrequent node mobility coupled with application intelligence suggest that mobility support could be provided selectively such as in [I-D.bhandari-dhc-class-based-prefix] and [I-D.korhonen-6man-prefix-properties], thus reducing the amount of context maintained in the network.

DMM may distribute the mobility anchors in the data-plane in flattening the mobility network such that the mobility anchors are positioned closer to the user; ideally, mobility agents could be collocated with the first-hop router. Facilitated by the distribution of mobility anchors, it may be possible to selectively use or not use mobility protocol support depending on whether such support is needed or not. It can thus reduce the amount of state information that must be maintained in various mobility agents of the mobile network. It can then avoid the unnecessary establishment of mechanisms to forward traffic from an old to a new mobility anchor.

This document compares distributed mobility management with centralized mobility management in Section 3. The problems that can be addressed with DMM are summarized in Section 4. The mandatory requirements as well as the optional requirements for network-layer distributed mobility management are given in Section 5. Finally, security considerations are discussed in Section 6.

The problem statement and the use cases [I-D.yokota-dmm-scenario] can be found in [Paper-Distributed.Mobility.Review].

2. Conventions used in this document

2.1. Terminology

All the general mobility-related terms and their acronyms used in this document are to be interpreted as defined in the Mobile IPv6 base specification [RFC6275], in the Proxy mobile IPv6 specification
[RFC5213], and in Mobility Related Terminology [RFC3753]. These terms include the following: mobile node (MN), correspondent node (CN), and home agent (HA) as per [RFC6275]; local mobility anchor (LMA) and mobile access gateway (MAG) as per [RFC5213], and context as per [RFC3753].

In addition, this draft introduces the following terms.

Centrally deployed mobility anchors

refer to the mobility management deployments in which there are very few mobility anchors and the traffic of millions of mobile nodes in an operator network are managed by the same anchor.

Centralized mobility management

makes use of centrally deployed mobility anchors.

Distributed mobility management

is not centralized so that traffic does not need to traverse centrally deployed mobility anchors far from the optimal route.

Hierarchical mobile network

has a hierarchy of network elements arranged into multiple hierarchical levels which are introduced into the data path by the mobility management system.

Flattening mobile network

refers to the hierarchical mobile network which is going through the trend of reducing its number of hierarchical levels.

Flatter mobile network

has fewer hierarchical levels compared to a hierarchical mobile network.

Mobility context

is the collection of information required to provide mobility management support for a given mobile node.
3. Centralized versus distributed mobility management

Mobility management is needed because the IP address of a mobile node may change as the node moves. Mobility management functions may be implemented at different layers of the protocol stack. At the IP (network) layer, mobility management can be client-based or network-based.

An IP-layer mobility management protocol is typically based on the principle of distinguishing between a session identifier and a forwarding address and maintaining a mapping between the two. In Mobile IP, the new IP address of the mobile node after the node has moved is the forwarding address, whereas the original IP address before the mobile node moves serves as the session identifier. The location management (LM) information is kept by associating the forwarding address with the session identifier. Packets addressed to the session identifier will first route to the original network which re-directs them using the forwarding address to deliver to the session. Re-directing packets this way can result in long routes. An existing optimization routes directly using the forwarding address of the host, and such is a host-based solution.

The next two subsections explain centralized and distributed mobility management functions in the network.

3.1. Centralized mobility management

In centralized mobility management, the location information in terms of a mapping between the session identifier and the forwarding address is kept at a single mobility anchor, and packets destined to the session identifier are forwarded via this anchor. In other words, such mobility management systems are centralized in both the control plane and the data plane (mobile node IP traffic).

Many existing mobility management deployments make use of centralized mobility anchoring in a hierarchical network architecture, as shown in Figure 1. Examples are the home agent (HA) and local mobility anchor (LMA) serving as the anchors for the mobile node (MN) and Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) in Mobile IPv6 [RFC6275] and in Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213] respectively. Cellular networks such as the 3GPP General Packet Radio System (GPRS) networks and 3GPP Evolved Packet System (EPS) networks employ centralized mobility management too. In the 3GPP GPRS network, the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Radio Network Controller (RNC) constitute a hierarchy of anchors. In the 3GPP EPS network, the Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW) and Serving Gateway (S-GW) constitute another hierarchy of anchors.
3.2. Distributed mobility management

Mobility management functions may also be distributed in the data plane to multiple networks as shown in Figure 2, so that a mobile node in any of these networks may be served by a nearby function with appropriate forwarding management (FM) capability.

Figure 2. Distributed mobility management.

DMM is distributed in the data plane, whereas the control plane may either be centralized or distributed [I-D.yokota-dmm-scenario]. The former case implicitly assumes separation of data and control planes as described in [I-D.wakikawa-netext-pmip-cp-up-separation]. While mobility management can be distributed, it is not necessary for other functions such as subscription management, subscription database, and network access authentication to be similarly distributed.
A distributed mobility management scheme for a flattening mobile network consisting of access nodes is proposed in [Paper-Distributed.Dynamic.Mobility]. Its benefits over centralized mobility management have been shown through simulations [Paper-Distributed.Centralized.Mobility]. Moreover, the (re)use and extension of existing protocols in the design of both fully distributed mobility management [Paper-Migrating.Home.Agents] [Paper-Distributed.Mobility.SAE] and partially distributed mobility management [Paper-Distributed.Mobility.PMIP] [Paper-Distributed.Mobility.MIP] have been reported in the literature. Therefore, before designing new mobility management protocols for a future distributed architecture, it is recommended to first consider whether existing mobility management protocols can be extended.

4. Problem Statement

The problems that can be addressed with DMM are summarized in the following:

PS1: Non-optimal routes

Forwarding via a centralized anchor often results in non-optimal routes, thereby increasing the end-to-end delay. The problem is manifested, for example, when accessing a nearby server or servers of a Content Delivery Network (CDN), or when receiving locally available IP multicast or sending IP multicast packets. (Existing route optimization is only a host-based solution. On the other hand, localized routing with PMIPv6 [RFC6705] addresses only a part of the problem where both the MN and the correspondent node (CN) are attached to the same MAG, and it is not applicable when the CN does not behave like an MN.)

PS2: Divergence from other evolutionary trends in network architectures such as distribution of content delivery.

Mobile networks have generally been evolving towards a flatter and flatter network. Centralized mobility management, which is non-optimal with a flatter network architecture, does not support this evolution.

PS3: Lack of scalability of centralized tunnel management and mobility context maintenance

Setting up tunnels through a central anchor and maintaining mobility context for each MN usually requires more concentrated resources in a centralized design, thus reducing scalability.
Distributing the tunnel maintenance function and the mobility context maintenance function among different network entities with proper signaling protocol design can avoid increasing the concentrated resources with an increasing number of MNs.

PS4: Single point of failure and attack

Centralized anchoring designs may be more vulnerable to single points of failures and attacks than a distributed system. The impact of a successful attack on a system with centralized mobility management can be far greater as well.

PS5: Unnecessary mobility support to clients that do not need it

IP mobility support is usually provided to all MNs. Yet it is not always required, and not every parameter of mobility context is always used. For example, some applications or nodes do not need a stable IP address during a handover to maintain session continuity. Sometimes, the entire application session runs while the MN does not change the point of attachment. Besides, some sessions, e.g., SIP-based sessions, can handle mobility at the application layer and hence do not need IP mobility support; it is then unnecessary to provide IP mobility support for such sessions.

PS6: Mobility signaling overhead with peer-to-peer communication

Wasting resources when mobility signaling (e.g., maintenance of the tunnel, keep alive signaling, etc.) is not turned off for peer-to-peer communication.

PS7: Deployment with multiple mobility solutions

There are already many variants and extensions of MIP as well mobility solutions at other layers. Deployment of new mobility management solutions can be challenging, and debugging difficult, when they co-exist with solutions already deployed in the field.

PS8: Duplicate multicast traffic

IP multicast distribution over architectures using IP mobility solutions (e.g., [RFC6224]) may lead to convergence of duplicated multicast subscriptions towards the downstream tunnel entity (e.g., MAG in PMIPv6). Concretely, when multicast subscription for individual mobile nodes is coupled with mobility tunnels (e.g., PMIPv6 tunnel), duplicate multicast subscription(s) is prone to be received through
5. Requirements

After comparing distributed mobility management against centralized deployment in Section 3 and describing the problems in Section 4, this section identifies the following requirements:

REQ1: Distributed mobility management

IP mobility, network access and forwarding solutions provided by DMM MUST enable traffic to avoid traversing single mobility anchor far from the optimal route.

This requirement on distribution is in the data plane only. It does not impose constraints on whether the control plane should be distributed or centralized. However, if the control plane is centralized while the data plane is distributed, it is implicit that the control plane and data plane need to separate (Section 3.2).

Motivation: This requirement is motivated by current trends in network evolution: (a) it is cost- and resource-effective to cache contents, and the caching (e.g., CDN) servers are distributed so that each user in any location can be close to one of the servers; (b) the significantly larger number of mobile nodes and flows call for improved scalability; (c) single points of failure are avoided in a distributed system; (d) threats against centrally deployed anchors, e.g., home agent and local mobility anchor, are mitigated in a distributed system.

This requirement addresses the problems PS1, PS2, PS3, and PS4 described in Section 4.

REQ2: Bypassable network-layer mobility support for each application session

DMM solutions MUST enable network-layer mobility but it MUST be possible for any individual active application session (flow) to not use it. Mobility support is needed, for example, when a mobile host moves and an application cannot cope with a change in the IP address. Mobility support is also needed when a mobile router changes its IP address as it moves together with a host and, in the presence of ingress filtering, an application in the host is interrupted. However
mobility support at the network-layer is not always needed; a mobile node can often be stationary, and mobility support can also be provided at other layers. It is then not always necessary to maintain a stable IP address or prefix for an active application session.

Different active sessions can also differ in whether network-layer mobility support is needed. IP mobility, network access and forwarding solutions provided by DMM MUST then enable the possibility of independent handling for each application session of a user or mobile device.

The handling of mobility management to the granularity of an individual session of a user/device SHOULD need proper session identification in addition to user/device identification.

Motivation: The motivation of this requirement is to enable more efficient forwarding and more efficient use of network resources by selecting an IP address or prefix according to whether mobility support is needed and by not maintaining context at the mobility anchor when there is no such need.

This requirement addresses the problems PS5 and PS6 described in Section 4.

REQ3: IPv6 deployment

DMM solutions SHOULD target IPv6 as the primary deployment environment and SHOULD NOT be tailored specifically to support IPv4, in particular in situations where private IPv4 addresses and/or NATs are used.

Motivation: This requirement conforms to the general orientation of IETF work. DMM deployment is foreseen in mid- to long-term horizon, when IPv6 is expected to be far more common than today.

This requirement avoids the unnecessarily complexity in solving the problems in Section 4 for IPv4, which will not be able to use some of the IPv6-specific features.

REQ4: Existing mobility protocols

A DMM solution MUST first consider reusing and extending IETF-standardized protocols before specifying new protocols.

Motivation: Reuse of existing IETF work is more efficient and less error-prone.
This requirement attempts to avoid the need of new protocols development and therefore their potential problems of being time-consuming and error-prone.

REQ5: Coexistence with deployed networks/hosts and operability across different networks

A DMM solution may require loose, tight or no integration into existing mobility protocols and host IP stack. Regardless of the integration level, DMM implementations MUST be able to coexist with existing network deployments, end hosts and routers that may or may not implement existing mobility protocols. Furthermore, a DMM solution SHOULD work across different networks, possibly operated as separate administrative domains, when the needed mobility management signaling, forwarding, and network access are allowed by the trust relationship between them.

Motivation: (a) to preserve backwards compatibility so that existing networks and hosts are not affected and continue to function as usual, and (b) enable inter-domain operation if desired.

This requirement addresses the problem PS7 described in Section 4.

REQ6: Operation and Management considerations.

A DMM solution needs to consider configuring a device, monitoring the current operational state of a device, responding to events that impact the device, possibly by modifying the configuration and storing the data in a format that can be analyzed later. Different management protocols are available. For example:

(a) SNMP [RFC1157] with definition of standardized management information base MIB objects for DMM, that allows monitoring traffic steering in a consistent manner across different devices,

(b) NETCONF [RFC6241] with definition of standardized YANG [RFC6020] modules for DMM to achieve a standardized configuration,

(c) syslog [RFC3164] which is a one-way protocol allowing a device to report significant events to a log analyzer in a network management system.
(d) IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) Protocol, which serves as a means for transmitting traffic flow information over the network [RFC7011], with a formal description of IPFIX Information Elements [RFC7012].

It is not the goal of the requirements document to impose which management protocol(s) should be used. An inventory of the management protocols and data models is covered in RFC 6632.

The following lists the operation and management considerations required for a DMM solution; the list may not be exhaustive and may be expanded according to the needs of the solutions:

A DMM solution MUST describe in what environment and how it can be scalably deployed and managed.

A DMM solution MUST support mechanisms to test if the DMM solution is working properly. For example, when a DMM solution employs traffic indirection to support a mobility session, implementations MUST support mechanisms to test that the appropriate traffic indirection operations are in place, including the setup of traffic indirection and the subsequent teardown of the indirection to release the associated network resources when the mobility session has closed.

A DMM solution SHOULD expose the operational state of DMM to the administrators of the DMM entities. For example, when a DMM solution employs separation between session identifier and forwarding address, it should expose the association between them.

When flow mobility is supported by a DMM solution, the solution SHOULD support means to correlate the flow routing policies and the observed forwarding actions.

A DMM solution SHOULD support mechanisms to check the liveness of forwarding path. If the DMM solution sends periodic update refresh messages to configure the forwarding path, the refresh period SHOULD be configurable and a reasonable default configuration value proposed. Information collected can be logged or made available with protocols such as SNMP [RFC1157], NETCONF [RFC6241], IPFIX [RFC7011], or syslog [RFC3164].

A DMM solution MUST provide fault management and monitoring
mechanisms to manage situations where update of the mobility session or the data path fails. The system must also be able to handle situations where a mobility anchor with ongoing mobility sessions fails.

A DMM solution SHOULD be able to monitor usage of DMM protocol. When a DMM solution uses an existing protocol, the techniques already defined for that protocol SHOULD be used to monitor the DMM operation. When these techniques are inadequate, new techniques MUST be developed.

In particular, the DMM solution SHOULD

(a) be able to monitor the number of mobility sessions per user as well as their average duration.
(b) provide indication on DMM performance such as
   1 the handover delay which includes the time necessary to re-establish the forwarding path when the point of attachment changes,
   2 the protocol reactivity which is the time between handover events such as the attachment to a new access point and the completion of the mobility session update.
(c) provide means to measure the signaling cost of the DMM protocol.
(d) if tunneling is used for traffic redirection, monitor
   1 the number of tunnels,
   2 their transmission and reception information,
   3 the used encapsulation method and overhead
   4 the security used at a node level.

DMM solutions SHOULD support standardized configuration with NETCONF [RFC6241], using YANG [RFC6020] modules, which SHOULD be created for DMM when needed for such configuration. However, if a DMM solution creates extensions to MIPv6 or PMIPv6, the allowed addition of the definition of management information base (MIB) objects to MIPv6 MIB [RFC4295] or PMIPv6 MIB [RFC6475] needed for the control and monitoring of
the protocol extensions SHOULD be limited to read-only objects.

Motivation: A DMM solution that is designed from the beginning for operability and manageability can avoid difficulty or incompatibility to implement efficient operations and management solutions.

These requirements avoid DMM designs that make operations and management difficult or costly.

REQ7: Security considerations

A DMM solution MUST support any security protocols and mechanisms needed to secure the network and to make continuous security improvements. In addition, with security taken into consideration early in the design, a DMM solution MUST NOT introduce new security risks, or amplify existing security risks, that cannot be mitigated by existing security protocols and mechanisms.

Motivation: Various attacks such as impersonation, denial of service, man-in-the-middle attacks, and so on, may be launched in a DMM deployment. For instance, an illegitimate node may attempt to access a network providing DMM. Another example is that a malicious node can forge a number of signaling messages thus redirecting traffic from its legitimate path. Consequently, the specific node or nodes to which the traffic is redirected may be under a denial of service attack, whereas other nodes do not receive their traffic. Accordingly, security mechanisms/protocols providing access control, integrity, authentication, authorization, confidentiality, etc. should be used to protect the DMM entities as they are already used to protect against existing networks and existing mobility protocols defined in IETF. Yet if a candidate DMM solution is such that even the proper use of these existing security mechanisms/protocols are unable to provide sufficient security protection, that candidate DMM solution is causing uncontrollable security problems.

This requirement prevents a DMM solution from introducing uncontrollable problems of potentially insecure mobility management protocols which make deployment infeasible because platforms conforming to the protocols are at risk for data loss and numerous other dangers, including financial harm to the users.
REQ8: Multicast considerations

DMM SHOULD enable multicast solutions to be developed to avoid network inefficiency in multicast traffic delivery.

Motivation: Existing multicast deployment have been introduced after completing the design of the reference mobility protocol, often leading to network inefficiency and non-optimal forwarding for the multicast traffic. Instead DMM should consider multicast early so that the multicast solutions can better consider efficiency nature in the multicast traffic delivery (such as duplicate multicast subscriptions towards the downstream tunnel entities). The multicast solutions should then avoid restricting the management of all IP multicast traffic to a single host through a dedicated (tunnel) interface on multicast-capable access routers.

This requirement addresses the problems PS1 and PS8 described in Section 4.

6. Security Considerations

Please refer to the discussion under Security requirement in Section 5.

7. IANA Considerations

None
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Abstract

This document describes practices for the deployment of existing mobility protocols in a distributed mobility management (DMM) environment, and identifies the limitations in the current practices with respect to providing the expected DMM functionality.

The practices description and gap analysis are performed for IP-based mobility protocols, dividing them into three main families: IP client-based, IP network-based, and 3GPP mobility solutions.
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1. Introduction

The Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) approach aims at setting up IP networks so that traffic is distributed in an optimal way and does not rely on centrally deployed anchors to manage IP mobility sessions.

A first step towards the definition of DMM solutions is the definition of the problem of distributed mobility management and the identification of the main requirements for a distributed mobility management solution [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements].

We first analyze existing practices of deployment of IP mobility solutions from a DMM perspective [I-D.perkins-dmm-matrix], [I-D.patil-dmm-issues-and-approaches2dmm]. After that, a gap analysis is carried out, identifying what can be achieved with existing solutions and what is missing in order to meet the DMM requirements identified in [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements].

2. Practices: deployment of existing solutions in a DMM fashion

This section documents practices for the deployment of existing mobility protocols in a distributed mobility management (DMM) fashion. The scope is limited to existing IPv6-based and 3GPP mobility protocols, such as Mobile IPv6 [RFC6275], NEMO Basic Support Protocol [RFC3963], Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213], 3GPP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol, and protocol extensions, such as Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 [RFC5380], Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers [RFC5568], Localized Routing for Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC6705], or 3GPP Selective IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO), among others [RFC6301].

The section is divided in three parts: IP client-based mobility, IP network-based mobility and 3GPP mobility solutions.

2.1. Client-based IP mobility

Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [RFC6275] and its extension to support mobile networks, the NEMO Basic Support protocol (hereafter, simply NEMO) [RFC3963] are well-known client-based IP mobility protocols. They heavily rely on the function of the Home Agent (HA), a centralized anchor, to provide mobile nodes (hosts and routers) with mobility support. We next describe how Mobile IPv6/NEMO and several additional protocol extensions can be deployed to meet some of the DMM requirements [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements].
2.1.1. Mobile IPv6 / NEMO

Due to the heavy dependence on the home agent role, the base Mobile IPv6 and NEMO protocols (i.e., without additional extensions) cannot be easily deployed in a distributed fashion. One approach to distribute the anchors can be to deploy several HAs (as shown in Figure 1), and assign to each MN the one closest to its topological location [RFC4640], [RFC5026], [RFC6611]. In the example shown in Figure 1, MN1 is assigned HA1 (and a home address anchored by HA1), while MN2 is assigned HA2. Note that current Mobile IPv6 / NEMO specifications do not allow the simultaneous use of multiple home agents by a single mobile node instance, and therefore the benefits of this deployment model shown here are limited (unless multiple MIPv6 MN instances are run in parallel, each of them associated to a different HA). For example, if MN1 moves and attaches to AR3, the path followed by data packets would be suboptimal, as they have to traverse HA1, which is no longer close to the topological attachment point of MN1.

Figure 1: Distributed operation of Mobile IPv6 (BT and RO) / NEMO
2.1.2. Mobile IPv6 Route Optimization

One of the main goals of DMM is to avoid the suboptimal routing caused by centralized anchoring. By default, Mobile IPv6 and NEMO use the so-called Bidirectional Tunnel (BT) mode, in which data traffic is always encapsulated between the MN and its HA before being directed to any other destination. Mobile IPv6 also specifies the Route Optimization (RO) mode, which allows the MN to update its current location on the CNs, and then use the direct path between them. Using the example shown in Figure 1, MN1 is using BT mode with CN2 and MN2 is in RO mode with CN1. However, the RO mode has several drawbacks:

- The RO mode is only supported by Mobile IPv6. There is no route optimization support standardized for the NEMO protocol, although many different solutions have been proposed.

- The RO mode requires additional signaling, which adds some protocol overhead.

- The signaling required to enable RO involves the home agent, and it is repeated periodically because of security reasons [RFC4225]. This basically means that the HA remains as single point of failure, because the Mobile IPv6 RO mode does not mean HA-less operation.

- The RO mode requires additional support on the correspondent node (CN).

Notwithstanding these considerations, the RO mode does offer the possibility of substantially reducing traffic through the Home Agent, in cases when it can be supported on the relevant correspondent nodes.
2.1.3. Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [RFC5380] allows reducing the amount of mobility signaling as well as improving the overall handover performance of Mobile IPv6 by introducing a new hierarchy level to handle local mobility. The Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) entity is introduced as a local mobility handling node deployed closer to the mobile node.

When HMIPv6 is used, the MN has two different temporal addresses: the Regional Care-of Address (RCoA) and the Local Care-of Address (LCoA). The RCoA is anchored at one MAP, that plays the role of local home agent, while the LCoA is anchored at the access router level. The mobile node uses the RCoA as the CoA signaled to its home agent. Therefore, while roaming within a local domain handled by the same MAP, the mobile node does not need to update its home agent (i.e.,
the mobile node does not change RCoA).

The use of HMIPv6 allows some route optimization, as a mobile node may decide to directly use the RCoA as source address for a communication with a given correspondent node, notably if the MN does not expect to move outside the local domain during the lifetime of the communication. This can be seen as a potential DMM mode of operation. In the example shown in Figure 2, MN1 is using its global HoA to communicate with CN1, while it is using its RCoA to communicate with CN2.

Additionally, a local domain might have several MAPs deployed, enabling hence different kind of HMIPv6 deployments (e.g., flat and distributed). The HMIPv6 specification supports a flexible selection of the MAP (e.g., based on the distance between the MN and the MAP, taking into consideration the expected mobility pattern of the MN, etc.).

2.1.4. Home Agent switch

The Home Agent switch specification [RFC5142] defines a new mobility header for signaling a mobile node that it should acquire a new home agent. Although the purposes of this specification do not include the case of changing the mobile node’s home address, as that might imply loss of connectivity for ongoing persistent connections, it could be used to force the change of home agent in those situations where there are no active persistent data sessions that cannot cope with a change of home address.

2.1.5. IP Flow Mobility

There are different specifications meant to support IP Flow Mobility (IFOM) with Mobile IPv6, namely the multiple care-of address registration [RFC5648], the flow bindings in Mobile IPv6 and NEMO [RFC6089] and the traffic selectors for flow bindings [RFC6088]. The use of these extensions allows a mobile node to associate different flows with different care-of addresses that the mobile owns at a given time. This could also be used, combined with the route optimization support, to improve the paths followed by data packets, avoiding the traversal of the core network for selected flows.

2.1.6. Source Address Selection

The IPv6 socket API for source address selection [RFC5014], [RFC6724] can be used by an application running on a mobile node to express its preference of using a home address or a care-of address in a given connection. This allows, for example, an application which can survive an IP address change to always prefer the use of a care-of
address. Similarly, and as mentioned in [RFC6275], a mobile node can also prefer the use of a care-of address for sessions that are going to finish before the mobile node hands off to a different attachment point (e.g., short-lived connections like DNS dialogs). This could be based on user or operator policies, and it is typically performed by a connection manager (e.g., [I-D.seite-mif-cm]).

2.2. Network-based IP mobility

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [RFC5213] is the main network-based IP mobility protocol specified for IPv6. Architecturally, PMIPv6 is similar to MIPv6, as it relies on the function of the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) to provide mobile nodes with mobility support, without requiring the involvement of the mobile nodes. The required functionality at the mobile node is provided in a proxy manner by the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG). We next describe how network-based mobility protocols and several additional extensions can be deployed to meet some of the DMM requirements [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements].

2.2.1. Proxy Mobile IPv6

As with Mobile IPv6, plain Proxy Mobile IPv6 operation cannot be easily decentralized, as in this case there also exists a single network anchor point. One simple but still suboptimal approach,
would be to deploy several local mobility anchors and use a
topological position-based assignment to attach mobile nodes (an
example of this type of assignment is shown in Figure 3. This
assignment can be static or dynamic (as described in Section 2.2.3).
The main advantage of this simple approach is that the IP address
anchor (i.e., the LMA) is placed close to the mobile node, and
therefore resulting paths are close-to-optimal. On the other hand,
as soon as the mobile node moves, the resulting path starts to
deviate from the optimal one.

2.2.2. Local Routing

[RFC6705] enables optimal routing in Proxy Mobile IPv6 in three
cases: i) when two communicating MNs are attached to the same MAG and
LMA, ii) when two communicating MNs are attached to different MAGs
but to the same LMA, and iii) when two communicating MNs are attached
to the same MAG but have different LMAs. In these three cases, data
traffic between the two mobile nodes does not traverse the LMA(s),
thus providing some form of path optimization since the traffic is
locally routed at the edge.

The main disadvantage of this approach is that it only tackles the
MN-to-MN communication scenario, and only under certain
circumstances.

In the context of 3GPP, the closest analogy is the use of the X2
interface between two eNBs to directly exchange data traffic during
handover procedures. 3GPP does not foresee the use of local routing
at any other point of the network given the structure of the EPS
bearer model.

2.2.3. LMA runtime assignment

[RFC6463] specifies a runtime local mobility anchor assignment
functionality and corresponding mobility options for Proxy Mobile
IPv6. This runtime local mobility anchor assignment takes place
during the Proxy Binding Update / Proxy Binding Acknowledgment
message exchange between a mobile access gateway and a local mobility
anchor. While this mechanism is mainly aimed for load-balancing
purposes, it can also be used to select an optimal LMA from the
routing point of view. A runtime LMA assignment can be used to
change the assigned LMA of an MN, for example in case when the mobile
node does not have any session active, or when running sessions can
survive an IP address change.
2.2.4. Source Address Selection

Also in the context of network-based mobility, the use of a source address selection API can be considered as means to achieve better routing (by using different anchors). For instance, an MN connected to a PMIPv6 domain could attach two different wireless network interfaces to two different MAGs, hence configuring a different set of HNPs on both interfaces (potentially combining both IPv4 and IPv6). Based on application requirements or operator’s policies the connection manager logic could instruct the IP stack on the MN to route selected traffic on a specific wireless interface [I-D.seite-mif-cm]. It should be noted that source address selection mostly provides for better routing but not session continuity.

2.2.5. Multihoming in PMIPv6

PMIPv6 provides some multihoming support. RFC 5213 specifies that the LMA can maintain one mobility session per attached interface and that upon handover the full set of HNPs can be moved to another interface in case of inter-technology handover (MAGs providing different wireless access technology) or maintained on the same interface in case of intra-technology handover (MAGs providing the same wireless access technology). An MN can also attach two different interfaces to the same PMIPv6 domain (as described in Section 2.2.4), hence resulting in a multihomed device being able to send/receive traffic sequentially or simultaneously from both network interfaces. [I-D.ietf-netext-pmipv6-flowmob] extends the base RFC5213 capabilities so that a mobility session can be shared across two different access networks. It derives that a selected flow could be routed through different paths, hence achieving some sort of better routing. Yet all the traffic is anchored at centralized anchor points.

2.3. 3GPP mobility

Architecturally, the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network is also similar to PMIPv6 and MIPv6, as it relies on the Packet Data Gateway (PGW) anchoring services to provide mobile nodes with mobility support (see Figure 4). There are client-based and network-based mobility solutions in 3GPP, which for simplicity we will analyze together. We next describe how 3GPP mobility protocols and several additional completed or on-going extensions can be deployed to meet some of the DMM requirements. [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements].
2.3.1. GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) and DSMIPv6

GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) [3GPP.29.060] is a network-based mobility protocol specified for 3GPP networks (S2a, S2b, S5 and S8 interfaces). Similar to PMIPv6, it can handle mobility without requiring the involvement of the mobile nodes. In this case, the mobile node functionality is provided in a proxy manner by the Serving Data Gateway (SGW), Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG), or Trusted Wireless Access Gateway (TWAG).

3GPP specifications also include client-based mobility support, based on adopting the use of Dual-Stack Mobile IPv6 (DSMIPv6) [RFC5555] for
the S2c interface. In this case, the UE implements the mobile node functionality, while the home agent role is played by the PGW.

2.3.2. Local IP Access and Selected IP Traffic Offload (LIPA-SIPTO)

A Local IP Access (LIPA) and Selected IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO) enabled network [3GPP.23.829] allows offloading some IP services at the local access network, above the Radio Access Network (RAN) or at the macro, without the need to traverse back to the PGW.

Similarly to the runtime local mobility anchor assignment described in Section 2.2.3, considerations have been discussed in 3GPP with respect to SIPTO. SIPTO enables an operator to offload certain types of traffic at a network node close to the UE’s point of attachment to the access network, by selecting a set of GWs (SGW and PGW) that is geographically/topologically close to the UE’s point of attachment.

LIPA, on the other hand, enables an IP capable UE connected via a Home eNB (HeNB) to access other IP capable entities in the same residential/enterprise IP network without the user plane traversing the mobile operator’s network core. In order to achieve this, a Local GW (L-GW) collocated with the HeNB is used. LIPA is established by the UE requesting a new PDN connection to an access point name for which LIPA is permitted, and the network selecting the Local GW associated with the HeNB and enabling a direct user plane path between the Local GW and the HeNB.

2.3.3. LIPA Mobility and SIPTO at the Local Network (LIMONET)

Both SIPTO and LIPA have a very limited mobility support, specially in 3GPP specifications up to Rel-10. In Rel-11, there is currently a work item on LIPA Mobility and SIPTO at the Local Network (LIMONET) [3GPP.23.859] that is studying how to provide SIPTO and LIPA mechanisms with some additional, but still limited, mobility support. In a glimpse, LIPA mobility support is limited to handovers between HeNBs that are managed by the same L-GW (i.e., mobility within the local domain), while seamless SIPTO mobility is still limited to the case where the SGW/PGW is at or above Radio Access Network (RAN) level.

2.3.4. Data IDentification in ANDSF (DIDA) and Operator Policies for IP Interface Selection (OPIIS)

There are two ongoing work items in 3GPP that are currently addressing the issue of selecting a wireless interface or an IP address for a specific data application. The work item DIDA (Data IDentification in ANDSF) is addressing the need to map an application ID to a specific wireless interface, while the work item Operator
Policies for IP Interface Selection (OPIIS) is addressing the need of selecting the right APN for a given application.

Taking into account that there is a one to one link between APN and PDN connection (i.e., IP address) these work items clearly address from a 3GPP perspective the same problem space as [RFC6724], and the same considerations described in Section 2.2.4 apply here as well.

2.3.5. Multi-Access PDN Connectivity (MAPCON)

The Multi-Access PDN Connectivity (MAPCON) feature addresses the use of multiple PDN connections. Hence, this feature can make use of multiple wireless interfaces either sequentially or simultaneously.

3. Gap Analysis: limitations in current practices

This section identifies the limitations in the current practices (documented in Section 2) with respect to the requirements listed in [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements].

The analysis is divided in three parts: IP client-based mobility, IP network-based mobility, and 3GPP mobility solutions. Each part analyzes how well the requirements listed in [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements] are covered/met by the current practices, highlighting existing limitations and gaps.

3.1. Client-based IP mobility

3.1.1. REQ1: Distributed deployment

MIPv6 / NEMO A careful home agent deployment and policy configuration of the Mobile IPv6 / NEMO protocols can achieve some distribution. However, as soon as the mobile node moves and changes its initial attachment point, the anchors are no longer placed optimally, incurring in sub-optimal routes. This situation may be acceptable as long as the session is short-lived. If the mobile node is not expected to move within a limited area, this configuration might be considered sufficient. Otherwise, additional mechanisms to support dynamic anchoring would be needed. Note that a possible solution would be to run multiple instances of mobile IPv6 at the mobile node, each one managing a different HoA and bound to a different home agent. This would require, though, additional intelligence at the mobile node to be able to optimally select and manage source IP addresses for each session.
Mobile IPv6 RO The use of route optimization support enables a close-to anchor-less operation, which effectively can be considered as a fully distributed configuration. However, as explained before in this document, the home agent is still used for the signaling and therefore remains as a critical centralized component. Additionally, there is no standardized RO support for network mobility.

HMIPv6 The use of hierarchical mobile IPv6 can be seen as a step forward compared to a careful deployment of multiple home agents and its proper configuration, as it allows a mobile node to roam within a local domain, reducing the handover latency as well as the signaling overhead. If used together with mobile IPv6, traffic still has to traverse the centralized home agent, and therefore no distributed operation is achieved.

HA switch The home agent switch specification can be used to enable obtaining more benefits from a multiple-HA deployment, as the mobile node could be instructed to switch to a closer home agent. To avoid packet loss, this switch must be performed at periods of time in which the mobile node does not have any active connection running. Even if some packet loss were acceptable for active sessions, the change of home address would also require the mobile node to re-establish those sessions.

Flow mobility Considerations made for previous scenarios (e.g. for Route Optimization) could also apply here, extending those scenarios by the use of multiple attached interfaces.

SA selection API The use of proper source address selection decisions, enabled by smart connection managers [I-D.seite-mif-cm], or mobility aware applications using a selection API [RFC5014], [RFC6724], would allow the mobile node to realize substantial benefits from deployments providing multiple anchors.

3.1.2. REQ2: Transparency to Upper Layers when needed

MIPv6 / NEMO As a mobility protocol, the solution is transparent to the upper layers. However, as described before, this transparency comes with the cost of suboptimal routes if the MN moves away from its initial attachment point.

Mobile IPv6 RO The use of the route optimization support is transparent to the upper layers.
HMIPv6  The use of HMIPv6 is transparent to the upper layers.

HA switch  The use of the home agent switch functionality is not transparent to the upper layers, as a change of home agent normally implies a change of home address. Therefore, the home agent can only be switched when there is no active session running on the mobile node. Since IP address continuity cannot be achieved at the relocated home agents, one gap that would need to be filled is the ability for the mobile node to convey HoA context from the previous home agent.

Flow mobility  The use of flow mobility mechanisms is transparent to the upper layers.

SA selection API  The use of an intelligent source address mechanisms is transparent to the upper layers if performed by the connection manager. However if the selection is performed by the applications themselves, via the use of the API, then applications have to be mobility-aware.

3.1.3.  REQ3: IPv6 deployment

MIPv6 / NEMO  Mobile IPv6 / NEMO protocols primarily support IPv6, although there are some extensions defined to also offer some IPv4 support [RFC5555].

Mobile IPv6 RO  Route optimization only supports IPv6.

HMIPv6  HMIPv6 is only defined for IPv6.

HA switch  The home agent switch specification supports only IPv6, although the use of the defined mechanisms to support dual stack IPv4/IPv6 mobile nodes would also enable some IPv4 support.

Flow mobility  Flow mobility is only defined for IPv6.

SA selection API  The use of source address selection mechanisms supports both IPv6 and IPv4.

3.1.4.  REQ4: Existing mobility protocols

MIPv6 / NEMO  These approaches are ones of the base IETF-standardized mobility protocols: [RFC6275] and [RFC3963].

Mobile IPv6 RO  This approach is based on an existing protocol [RFC6275].
HMIPv6  This approach is based on an existing protocol [RFC5380].

HA switch  This approach is based on an existing protocol [RFC5142].

Flow mobility  This approach is based on existing protocols [RFC5648], [RFC6089] and [RFC6088].

SA selection API  This approach is based on existing protocols [RFC6724] and [RFC5014].

3.1.5.  REQ5: Compatibility

MIPv6 / NEMO  This approach would be compatible with other protocols and work between trusted administrative domains, although as described before its operation would not provide the benefits of a fully distributed mechanism. The combination of different IP mobility protocols might have a performance/complexity cost associated, as described in [A. de la Oliva, et al.].

Mobile IPv6 RO  This approach would be compatible with other protocols and work between trusted administrative domains, as long as mobile IPv6 is allowed. However, as highlighted before, mobile IPv6 route optimization requires specific support at the correspondent nodes.

HMIPv6  HMIPv6 is compatible with other protocols.

HA switch  This approach would be compatible with other protocols and work between trusted administrative domains.

Flow mobility  This approach would be compatible with other protocols and work between trusted administrative domains.

SA selection API  This approach has no impact in terms of compatibility or use between trusted administrative domains.

3.1.6.  REQ6: Security considerations

MIPv6 / NEMO  This approach includes security considerations.

Mobile IPv6 RO  This approach includes security considerations.

HMIPv6  This approach includes security considerations.

HA switch  This approach includes security considerations.
Flow mobility This approach includes security considerations.

SA selection API This approach does not have security issues.

3.2. Network-based IP mobility

3.2.1. REQ1: Distributed deployment

PMIPv6 As for the case of MIPv6, a careful deployment of the local mobility anchors and policy configuration of the Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol can achieve some distribution. However, as soon as the mobile node moves and changes its initial attachment point, the anchor is no longer placed optimally, incurring in sub-optimal routes, which might be quite noticeable in case of medium to large PMIPv6 domains. If the mobile node movement is restricted to a well known limited area and/or the PMIPv6 domain is not large, this configuration might be considered sufficient. Otherwise, additional mechanisms to support dynamic anchoring would be needed.

Local Routing As mentioned before, it enables optimal routing in three cases: the LMA manages the traffic of two mobile nodes connected to the same MAG, the LMA manages the traffic of two mobile nodes connected to different MAGs, the MAG manages the traffic of two mobile nodes connected to different LMAs. LR does not consider the case where the traffic should be optimized considering different MAGs and different LMAs. Inter LMA communication is not in scope. LR only enables better routing and does not consider the distribution of mobility anchors as such.

LMA Runtime Assignment The LMA runtime assignment is used to allocate an optimal LMA mostly for load balancing purposes, for instance in scenarios where LMAs run in a datacenter-like infrastructure. It can be used to allocate a different LMA based on other policies such as routing, although it is not clear how the technology can be used to achieve distributed mobility management, especially considering scalability issues. There are different gaps that would prevent using this mechanism as a way to meet all the DMM requirements: i) LMA runtime assignment can only be performed at the MN’s attachment, so it would need to be extended to allow LMA re-location at any time; ii) LMA runtime assignment can only be initiated by current LMA; iii) it is not in the scope of the specification how the context is transferred between the involved LMAs.
Source Address Selection  It can help in selecting a given IP source address although the current specifications have many limitations (for instance prefer IPv6 over IPv4, prefer HoA instead of CoA) and the socket extensions [RFC5014] require changes in the node. This solution alone is not sufficient to achieve anchors distribution in case of session continuity requirements, as some control logic (e.g., from a connection manager [I-D.seite-mif-cm]) is needed to intelligently perform source address selection.

Multihoming in PMIPv6  As summarized in the previous section a single mobility session belongs to a single LMA (at the most the same mobility session is shared across two access networks). As of today there is no possibility to distribute anchors and to move the session between different LMAs.

3.2.2.  REQ2: Transparency to Upper Layers when needed

PMIPv6  As a mobility protocol, the solution provides transparent mobility support for a mobile node while roaming within the PMIPv6 domain (e.g., if a mobile node moves outside the domain, established sessions cannot be maintained, unless the MN implements Mobile IPv6). However, as for the MIPv6 case, this transparent mobility support comes with the cost of suboptimal routes if the MN moves away from its initial attachment point, especially in large PMIPv6 domains.

Local Routing  During HO the standard mechanisms are used. In this sense if there is a MAG change while LR is enabled signaling is exchanged to inform the target MAG that upon handover LR should be re-established. The inter LMA case is not supported. For this solution the mobility context is always up, all the traffic receive seamless service.

LMA Runtime Assignment  Seamless support is provided as per RFC 5213. Since the LMA cannot be changed at runtime, the solution provides transparency to the upper layers. However, if the solution were extended to allow dynamic LMA re-location, some extensions would be needed to provide IP address continuity.

Source Address Selection  No seamless support is currently provided, since it requires solutions such as IP flow mobility for PMIPv6 [I-D.ietf-netext-pmipv6-flowmob].

Multihoming in PMIPv6  Seamless support falls back to standard PMIPv6 operations extended for IP flow mobility support. For this solution the mobility context is always up, all the traffic receive seamless service.
3.2.3. REQ3: IPv6 deployment

PMIPv6 Although Proxy Mobile IPv6 primarily support IPv6, there are also extensions defined to also offer some limited IPv4 support [RFC5844].

Local Routing It supports both IPv4 (limited to the support provided by [RFC5844]) and IPv6.

LMA Runtime Assignment It supports both IPv4 (limited to the support provided by [RFC5844]) and IPv6.

Source Address Selection It supports both IPv4 and IPv6.

Multihoming in PMIPv6 It supports both IPv4 (limited to the support provided by [RFC5844]) and IPv6.

3.2.4. REQ4: Existing mobility protocols

PMIPv6 This approach is one of the base IETF-standardized mobility protocols: [RFC5213].

Local Routing It reuses [RFC5213].

LMA Runtime Assignment It reuses [RFC5213].

Source Address Selection This approach is based on local support on the terminal only.

Multihoming in PMIPv6 It reuses [RFC5213].

3.2.5. REQ5: Compatibility

PMIPv6 This protocol is compatible with other protocols and can operate between trusted administrative domains, although there may be an associated penalty in terms of performance and/or complexity [A. de la Oliva, et al.].

Local Routing Since it extends [RFC5213], compatibility with existing network deployments and end hosts is provided.

LMA Runtime Assignment Since it extends [RFC5213], compatibility with existing network deployments and end hosts is provided.

Source Address Selection To enable the full set of use cases mentioned above extensions are required thus impacting the landscape of mobile devices. The extensions should not impact the network.

Multihoming in PMIPv6 Since it extends [RFC5213], compatibility is provided.

3.2.6. REQ6: Security considerations

PMIPv6 This approach includes security considerations.

Local Routing It reuses [RFC5213]. As such, the same security considerations apply.

LMA Runtime Assignment It reuses [RFC5213]. As such, the same security considerations apply.

Source Address Selection There is not signaling involved to perform this action.

Multihoming in PMIPv6 It reuses [RFC5213]. As such, the same security considerations apply.

3.3. 3GPP mobility

3.3.1. REQ1: Distributed deployment

SIPTO enables a certain degree of distribution, as SGW/PGW can be selected to be the closest geographically to the UE. This, together with the use of OPIIS (and MAPCON for the case the UE is using multiple interfaces), could be used to allow the use of different anchors as the UE moves. However, as described below, there is no support for dynamically changing the anchor while providing IP address continuity, which might be OK for short-lived sessions.

3.3.2. REQ2: Transparency to Upper Layers when needed

Seamless mobility at the local network is still not considered in SIPTO. Therefore, although SIPTO and LIPA allow offloading traffic from the network core similarly to the DMM approaches, even with LIMONET they just provide localized mobility support, requiring packet data network connections to be deactivated and re-activated when the UE is not moving locally.

3.3.3. REQ3: IPv6 deployment

3GPP specs support IPv6 as described in [RFC6459].

3.3.4. REQ4: Existing mobility protocols

Current 3GPP specifications make use of both IETF standardized mechanisms (e.g., PMIPv6, DSMIPv6), and custom made mechanisms, such
as GTP.

3.3.5. REQ5: Compatibility

All the 3GPP extensions listed in this document are compatible with 3GPP networks, at least for the same release these extensions are introduced or newer ones.

3.3.6. REQ6: Security considerations

3GPP extensions are assumed to be secure. TBD: refine (possibly extending) this section.

4. Conclusions

In this section we identify the gaps between existing mobility solutions and the DMM requirements and expected functionalities. We first summarize the identified IP-mobility protocols and provide a mapping (e.g., YES, NO, LIMITED) to the different DMM requirements listed in [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements]. Following the independent analysis, a comparison between the solutions and the main DMM functionalities is provided. Finally, the possibility of using multiple solutions is addressed by combining different solutions according to the results found in the independent and functional analysis.

4.1. Independent solution analysis

+-----------------+-----+-----+--------+-----+-----+-----+
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>REQ1</th>
<th>REQ2</th>
<th>REQ3</th>
<th>REQ4</th>
<th>REQ5</th>
<th>REQ6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIPv6/NEMO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>v6/v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPv6 RO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>v6</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMIPv6</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>v6</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA switch</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>v6</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlowMob</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>v6/LIM</td>
<td>v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS w/ CB</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>v6/v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMIPv6</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>v6/LIM</td>
<td>v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>LIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>v6/LIM</td>
<td>v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMA RA</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>v6/LIM</td>
<td>v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS w/ NB</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>v6/v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuHo PMIPv6</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>v6/LIM</td>
<td>v4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Functional analysis

The goal of this section is to identify and analyze the main functions that a DMM solution should provide in order to meet the DMM requirements [I-D.ietf-dmm-requirements]. This analysis is on purpose kept at high level, and will be used in the following section as main guideline for the final assessment of the gaps that cannot be covered with existing specified and deployed solutions (even if combined).

4.2.1. Multiple anchoring

Multiple (distributed) anchoring refers to the ability to anchor different sessions of a single mobile node at different anchors. In order to make this feature "DMM-friendly", some anchors should be placed closer to the mobile node. This implies the ability to deploy routers and assign locally anchored IP addresses at the edge of the network. This feature also requires potentially assigning multiple IP addresses to a single mobile node for its simultaneous use.

Figure 5 shows an example of the multiple anchoring function, in which a mobile network operator (MNO) has deployed multiple anchors, placed closer to or at the access network level. These (distributed) anchors provide attaching terminals with IP addresses that are locally anchored, allowing MNs' traffic (Internet and operator services) to be locally offloaded (i.e., not traversing the MNO’s core).
4.2.2. Dynamic anchor assignment

Dynamic anchor re-location is the ability to i) optimally assign initial anchor, and ii) change the initially assigned anchor and/or assign a new one. This can be achieved either by changing anchor for all ongoing sessions (which might only be achievable with routing-based solutions), or by assigning new anchors for new sessions.
Figure 6 shows an example of what the dynamic anchor assignment function provides. A mobile node MN1, initially attached to the distributed anchor 1, establishes a session X (anchored at 1, i.e., optimal initial anchor assignment), which finishes before MN1 moves to the distributed anchor i. While connected to the distributed anchor i, a new session Y is established, which is anchored at i (i.e., assignment of a new anchor). Then MN1 moves and attaches to the distributed anchor n, while having session Y active, where MN1 is assigned n as its anchor for new sessions and (optionally) existing sessions are moved (i.e., change of assigned anchor).

4.2.3. Multiple address management

Multiple IP address management refers to the ability of the mobile node to simultaneously use multiple IP addresses and select the best one (from an anchoring point of view) to use on a per-session/application/service basis. Depending on the mobile node support, this functionality might require more or less support from the network side.

Figure 7 shows an example of multiple address management, in which MN1 initially obtained an IP address (IP a) when connected to the distributed anchor 1, which is then used for a session which remains active after MN1 moves and attaches to the distributed anchor i. MN1 also obtains a new IP address (IP b) to be used for sessions.
initiated while attached to i. MN1 therefore needs to simultaneously manage and use multiple IP addresses, selecting the best one for each session. This selection might be performed by the mobile node solely or might be aided/performed with network support.

```
+-----------------------------------------------+
| /                  | x Internet               \
| * Internet        | / access                 |
| /                  | x / access               \
| * / access        | / (IP b)                 |
| / distributed     |  *  distributed          |
| anchor 1          | anchor i                 |
| (o)               | (o)                      |

session X  * x  session Y
anchored at 1  * x  anchored at i
(IP a) (o)  (IP b)

Figure 7: Multiple address management
```

4.3. Combined solutions analysis

The goal of this section is to evaluate how a solution based on combining the different standardized IP mobility solutions could meet the DMM requirements, making reference to the high-level functions identified above.

Both the main client- and network-based IP mobility protocols, namely (DS)MIPv6 and PMIPv6 allows to deploy multiple anchors (i.e., home agents and localized mobility anchors), therefore providing the functionality of multiple anchoring. However, existing solutions does only provide an optimal initial anchor assignment, a gap being the lack of dynamic anchor change/new anchor assignment. Neither the HA switch nor the LMA runtime assignment allow changing the anchor during an ongoing session.

Even if dynamic anchor change and new anchor assignment were supported, default address selection mechanisms would need to be improved, as mobile nodes would likely be assigned multiple IP addresses, anchored at different places. Therefore, smart address
selection, trying to always use the shortest path, would be required.

5. IANA Considerations

No IANA considerations.

6. Security Considerations

This is an informational document that analyzes practices for the deployment of existing mobility protocols in a distributed mobility management environment, and identifies the limitations in the current practices. One of the requirements that these practices has to meet is to take into account security aspects, including confidentiality and integrity. This is briefly analyzed for each of the considered practices, and will be extended in future versions of this document.
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